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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

BEFORE THE 

BRITISH AssociATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 

SciENCE, 

SEPTEMBER, 1886 . 

• 

SIR J. WILLIAM DA WSON, 

C.M.G., 1\-LA., LLD., F.R.S., F.G.S., PrincipRl and Vice-Chancellor of 
McGill University, .Montreal, Canada. 

TwENTY-ONE years have passed away since the last meet
ing of the Bl'itish Association in this great central city of 
England. At the third Birmingham meeting-that of 
1865-l had the pleasure of being present, and had the 
honour of being ono of the Vice-Presidents of the Geological 
Section. At that meeting, my friend John Phillips, one of 
the founders of the Association, occupied the Presidential 
chair, and I cannot better introduce what I have to Hay this 
evening than by quoting the eloquent words with which he 
then opened his address :-' As::;embled for the third time 
in this busy centre of induskious England, amid the roar 
of engines and clang of hammers, ~here the strongest pow
t)rs of p.~tur~ are trained to work in the fairy chains ot art, 
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how softly and fittingly falls upon the ear the accent of 
science, the friend of that at·t, and the guide of that inuust1·y I 
Here wheee Priestley analy::;ed the air, and Watt obtained 
the mastery over steam, it well become.s the students of na
ture to gather rounu the stanuard which they carried so far 
into the fielus of knowledge. And wlHm on other occasions 
we meet in quiet colleges and academic halls, how glauly 
welcome is the union of fre::;h discovel'ies and 1ew inventions 
with the solid and venerable truths whieh are there trea
sured and taught. Long may such union lust; the fair 
alliance of cultivated thought ancl pmctical skill; for by it, 
labour is dignified and science fertilised, and the condition 
of human soeiety exalted.' These were the words of a man 
who, while earnest in the put·suit of science, was full of 
broad and kindly sympathy for his fellow-men and of hope
ful confidence in the futul'e. "\Ve have but to tum to the 
twenty Reports of this Association, issueJ since 18 '5, to sec 
the realisation of that union of science and art to which he 
so confidently looked forward, and 'to appreciate the stu
pendous results which it has rtchieved. In one department 
alone~that to which my predecessor in this chair so elo
quently advertcd in Aberdeen, the department of eJucation 
in science-how much has been accomplished since 18G5. 
Phillips him..,elf lived to see a great revolution in,this res
pect at Oxford. But no oue in 1865 could have anticipated 
that immense development of local schools of science of 
which your own M.ason College and your admirable tech
nical, inJustt·ial, and art schools are eminent examples. 
Based on the geneml education given by the new system of 
Board schools, with which the name of the late "\V. E. For
ster will ever be honourably connected, and extending its 
influence upward to special training, and to the highe'st uni
versity examinations, this new scientific culture is opening 
paths of honourable ambition to the men and women of En
gland scarcely dreamed of in l8G5. I sympathise with the 
earnest aopeal of Sir Lyon Playfair, in his Aberdeen ad
dross in f~vour of scientific education; but visiting England 
at 1-a.re mtorvals, I am naturally more impresseJ with the 
progress that has been made than with the vexatious delays. 
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which have occurred, and I am perhaps better able to 
appreciate the va::;t stt·ides that have been taken in the 
dit·cetion of that complete and all-pervading culture in 
science whieh he has so ably advocated. 

No one could have an tici patcd twenty years ago that a 
Binningham manufacturer, in whose youthful days there 
wore no schools of science for the people, was about to 
endow a college, not only worthy of thi~ gt·eat city, but one 
of its bl'ightcst ornaments. 1 Nor could any-one have fore
seen the gl'cat development of local ::;cientitic societies, like 
your .Jiidland Institute and Philosophical Society, which 
are now flourishing in ev<>ry large town and in many of 
those of le.:;s magnitude. The pet·iod of twenty-one years 
that has elapsed since the last Bil'mingham meeting has also 
been an era of public museums and labo!'atories for the 
teaching of science, f!'om the magnificent national institu
tions at South Kensington and those of the great univer
sities and their colleges down to those of the schools and 
field clubs in country towns. It has, besides, been an era 
of gigantic progress in original work, and in pnblication,
a progress so rapi<l that wot·kers in every branch of study 
have been reluctantly obliged to narrow more and more 
their range of reading, and of effort to keep abt·east of the 
advance in their several departments, Lm:;tly, these twenty
one years have been charaetecised as the 'coming of age' 
of that gt·eat sy::;tem of philo~ophy with which the names 
of three Engli::;hmen, Dat·win, Spencer, and \Vallaee, are 
associated as itl:) founders. \Vhatever opinion:3 one may en
tertain as to the sufficiency and finality of that philosophy, 
there can be no question as to its influence on scientific 
thought. On the one hand, it is inaccurate to compare 
it with things so entirely diffct·cnt as the discovery of the 
chemical elements and of the law of gt·avitation. On the 
othet·, it is scarcely fair to characterise it as a mere 
'confused development' of the mind of the age. It is 
indeed a new attempt of science in its maturer years to 

1 It was in 1865 that Sir Josiah Mason was, quietly and without 
any public note, beginning to lay the foundation of his orphanage 
at Erclington. 
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grapple with those mysterious questions of origins which oc
cupied it in the days of its infancy, and it is to be hoped that 
it may not, like the Titans of ancient fable, be hurled back 
fi'om heaven, or like the first mother find the knowledge to 
which it aspires a bitter thing. In any case we ~hould fully 
understand the responsibility which we incur when in these 
times of full-grown science we venture to deal wjth the great 
problem of origins, and should be prepared to :find that in 
this field, the new philosophy, like tho~e which have preceded 
it, may meet with very imperfeet success. The agitation of 
these subjects has already brought science into close rela
tions, sometimes friendly, sometimes hostile, it is to be hoped 
in the end helpful, with tho~e great and awful questions of 
the ultimate de::;tiny of humanity, and of itH relations to its 
Creator, which must always be nearer to the human heart 
than any of the achievements of science on its own ground. 
In entering on such questions, we should proceed with cau
tion and reverence, feeling that we are on holy ground; and 
that though, like Moses of old, we may be armed with all the 
learning of our time, we are in the presence of that which, 
while it burns, is not consumed; a mystery which neither 
observation, experiment, nor induction can ever fully solve. 

In a recent address, the late Pre:-ident of the Royal Society 
called attention to the fact that within the lifetime of the 
older men of science of the present day, the greater part of 
the vast body of knowledge incJnded in the modern sciences 
of phyt:dcs, chemil:)try, biology, and geology, has been accu
mulated, and the most important advances made in itl:; appli
cation to such common and familiar things as the railway, 
ocean navigation, the electric telegraph, electric lighting, 
the telephone; the germ theory of di::;ea:::.e, the use of ames
thetics, the procesHes of metallurgy, and the dyeing off~tbrics. 
Even since the last meeting in this city, much of this great 
work has been done, and has led to general results of the 
most marvellous kind. ·what at that time could have ap
IJeared more chimerical than the opening up, by the enter
prise of one British colony, of a shorter road to the east by 
way of the extreme west, realizing what was happily called 
by Milton and Choadle 'the new N orth-we::;t Pa::;sage,' mak-
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ing Japan the next neighbour of Canada on the west, and 
offering to Britain a new way to her Eastern possessions; or 
than the possibility of this AAsociation holding a successful 
meeting on the other side of the Atlantic? To have ventured 
to predict suc:h things in 1865, would have appeared quite 
visionary, yet you at·e now invited to meet in Australia, and 
may proceed thither by the Canadian Pacific Railway and its 
new lines of steamers, returning by the Suez Canal,l To-day 
this is quite as feasible as tho Canadian visit would have 
been in 1865. It is science which has thus brought the once 
widely separateJ. parts of the world nearer to each other, 
and which is breaking down those geographical barriers 
which have separated the different portions of our widely 
extended British race. Its work in this is not yet complete. 
Its goal to-day is its starting-point to-morrow. It is as far 
at~ at any previous time fr·om seeing the limit of its conquests; 
anJ. every victory gained it~ but the opening of the way for 
a farther advance. 

By its vi~it to Canada, the Briti~h Association has asserted 
its imperial character, and has consolidated the scientific 
interests of Her Majesty's dominions, in advance of that great 
gathering of the industrial products of all parts of the 
empire now on exhibitiOn in London, and in advance of any 
political pluns of imperial federation. There has even been 
a project before us for an international scientific convention, 
in which the great English republic of America shall take 
part, a pr·oject, the realisation of which was to some extent 
anticipated in the fu~ion of the members of the British and 
American Ast~oeiations at Montl'eal and Philadelphia in 1884. 
As a Canadian, as a past President of the American Asso
ciation, and now honoured with the Presidency of this 
A~sociation, I may be held to represent in my own person 
the ocienti:fi.c union of the Briti:,h Islands, of the various 
Colonies and of the great Republic, which, whatever the 
difficulties attending its fo1·mal accomplishment at prasent, 

1 It is expected that, on the completion of the c9nnections of the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, the time from ocean to ocean may be 
reduced to 116 hours, and from London to Hong Kong to twenty
seven days. 
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is certain to lead to an actual and real co-operation in scien
tific work. In furtherance of this, 1 mn glad to see here 
to -day jnfluential reprcsentntives of most of the Briti:-h 
Colonies of I11dia and of the United States. \Vo welcome 
here, als~, delegat~s from othel' countl'ies; and though the 
barrier of language may at p: e~ent prevent a hn·ger unil)n, 
we may e11tertain the hope that Britain, Amet·ica, Jndia, 
and the Colonies, working togethet· in the interest of science, 
may ultimately retldet our Eugli .~h tongue the mo~t geueral 
vehicle of t;Cient itic thought and di~covc:y, a consummation 
of which I think there are, at pt·e.-;ent, many imlications. 

But, while science march eo{ on fJ·om victol'y to victory, its 
path i.:! marked by the resting-places of tho~e who have 
fought its battles aml assu1·eJ its a lvanr·e. In looking back 
to 1865, thol'eri~o before me the once th.miliar countenances 
of Phillips, J\1urchison, Lyell, Forbcs, J effreys, J ukes, 
Rolleston, Miller, SpottbwooJe, Fatrb:tirn, Ga ·siot, Cat·pen
ter, and a host of othen;, present in full vigor at that meet
ing, but no more with us. The~e we1·e vetentns of science; 
but, alas! many then young and ri:::iing in fume are also 
numbered with the dead. It may be that before another 
Bit·mingham meeting, many of us, the oldot· members now, 
will have pa~sod away. But these men have loft behind 
them ineffaceable monuments of their work, in which they 
still survive, and we l'ejoice to believe that, though dead to 
us, they live in the company of the gl'eat and good of all ages 
who have entered into the unseen univen;o whore all that is 
liigh and holy anti beautiful, must go on accumulating till 
the time of the restitution of all things. Let us follow 
their· example and carry on their work, as God may give us 
power and oppol'tunity, gathering precious store!:l of know
leJge and of thought, in the belief that all Lrnth is immol'tal, 
and must go on for ever bestowing blessings on mtwkinJ. 
Thu$ '~ill the memory of the mighty deaJ remain to us as a 
power which-

"Like a star 
Beacons from the abode where the eternal are." 

I do not wi~h, however, to occupy your time Ion O'er with 
b general <lJ' personal matters, but rather to take the oppor-
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tunity afforded by this address to invito your attention to 

some topics of sc·iontific interest. In attC'mpting to do this, 
I mu...,t have Lcf<>re me the warning convoyed by PJ·ofo:--sor 
Iluxley, in the addro::;s to whic:h I have already rofel'l'ed, 
that in our time, sciOl.CC, like rl'arpoia, may l.Je CI'll:--heJ witn 
the weight of the reward:::! Le., towed on her. In other words, 
it is impo:::l::-.iule for any m:m to keep pnc~e with the 1wogress 
of more than oue limited branch of tiCienco; and it is equally 
impo .... :::;iblo to finu an au,lienee of ::scientific men of whom 
anything more than a mete fraction can Le oxpocteu to take 
an i1ttorest in any ono ~uhject. There i:::;, however, ~ome con
solution in the kn<nvleugo that a tipoakor who i:-; :--ufficiontly. 
si m plc for thmw who are advunccu spoc:iali::sts in othet· depart
ment:-:, will of necessity be also suffiC'iontly simple to be 
undcrl:ltoou by the general public who arc spcciali::;ts in 
nothing. On thi:::l pt·inciple, a geologi::;t of the olu fSchool, 
accustomed to a great variety of work, may hope so to t5Cat
ter his fire a:::; to reach the g1·oater part of the uuuience. In 
endeavouring to :::;o<.:ui·e this end, I have t:iougbt infipiration 
from that ocean which connects rather than separates 

Britain aud Ame1 iea, and may almo:;t be said to be an 
Engli-,h ~ea-the ~orth Atlantic. The geological history of 
this depro:::lsion of the earth':::; crust, and itt:l relation to the 
continental masses which limit it, may fumi ·h a theme at 
onC'o genornlly intelligible and connected with great que:-5-
tion:::; a:-> to the structure and history of the oatth, which have 
excited the attention alike of the phy:::;icist:::;, geologist~, Lio
logistl", geographers and ethnologists. Shnuld I, in treating 
of those q uostions, appear to Le somewhat abrupt and dog

matie, and to indicate rather than state the evidence of the 
general view~ announced, I trust you will kindly attribute 

this to the exigencies of a short address. 
If we imagine an oLserYor contemplating the en.1·th from 

a con\·onient di::;tance in sp[tte, and ::-crutinizing its features 
al:l it rolls before him, we may suppose him to be struck with 
the fact that elevcu-::-ixteonths of its surfare aJ·o covet·ed. with 
wn.tet·, and that the land is so unequally distributed that frcnr. 
one point of view he would sec a hemisphere almost exclu

sively oceanic, while nearly the whole of the dry land is 
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gathered in the opposite hemisphere. He might observe 
that the great oceanic area of the Pacific and Antarctic 
Ocean~ is dotted with islands-like a shallow pool with 
stones rising above its surfhce-as if its get1eral depth were 
small in comparison with its area. He might abo notice 
that a mass or belt of land surr0unds each pole, and that the 
northern ring sencb off to the southwal'd three vast tongues 
of land and of mountain chains, terminating respectively 
in South America, South Africa, and Australia, towards 
which feebler and insular pL'ocesses are given off by the 
Antarctic contiuental maHs. This, as some geographers have 
observed,' give.~ a rudely three-ribbed aspect to the earth. 
though two of the rib.3 are crowded together and form the 
Europ-asian mm;s or double continent, while the third is 
isolated in the single continent of America. He might al:::;o 
observe that the northern girdle is cut across, so that the 
Atlantic opens by a wide space into the Arctic Sea, while 
the Pacific is contracted toward the north, but confluent 
with the Antarctic Ocean. The Atlantic i~ also· relatiYely 
deeper and less cumbered with islands than the Pacific, which 
has the higher ridges near its shores, constituting what some 
visitors to the Pacific coast of America have not inaptly 
called the ' back of the world,' while the wider slopes face 
the narrower ocean, into which, for this reason, the greater 
part of the drainage of the land is poured.:! The Pacific 
and Atlantic, though both depressions or fiattenino-s of the 
earth, are, as we shall find, different in age, cluw:Cter, and 
conditions; and the Atlantic, though the :smaller, is the 
older, and, from the geological point of view, in some res
pects, the more important of the two. 

If our imaginary observer had the means of knowino-
~ . 5 

anything of the rock 10nnatwns of the continents he would 
. ' notice that those boundmg theN orth Atlantic are in o·eneral 

. ' b ' of great age-some belongmg to the Laurentian system. 

1 Dana, JJfwlUol of Geoloyy, introductory part. Green, Vestiges of 
a JJ[olten Globe, has summed up these facts. 

2 ::\Ir. Mellard Heade, in two Presidential addresses before the 
Geological Society of Liverpool, has illustrated this point and its 
geological consequences. 
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On the other hand, he would see that many of the mountain 
ranges along the Pacific arc comparatiYcly new, and that 
modern igneous action occut·s in connection with them. 
Thus he might be led to believe that the Atlantic, though 
compat·atively nanow, i~ an older feature of the earth'~ sur
face; while the Pacific belongs to more modern times. But 
he would note, in conneetion with thi8, that the oldest rocks 
of the great continental masse'3 are mo~tly toward their 
northern ends ; and that the borders of the northern ring of 
land, and certain ridges extending southward from it, con
stitute the mo t ancient and permanent elevations of the 
earth's crm;t, though now greatly surpassed by mountains of 
more recent age nearer the equator. 

Before leaving thiH general survey \VC may make one 
further remark. An observer, looking at the earth from 
without, would notice that the margins of the Atlantic and 
the main lines of dil'ection of its mountain chains are north
cast and south-west, and north-west and south-cast, as if 
·ome early causes had detcl'mined the occurrence of eleva
tions along great circles of the earth's surfare tangent to 

the polar circles. 
'Ve are invited by the preceding general glance at the sur-

face of the earth to a:-;k certain queBtions respecting the 
Atlantic. (1) \Vhat has at fhst determined its position and 
form ? (2) \Vhat changes has it experienced in the lapse 
of geological time? (~) 'Vhat relations have the:-;e changes 
borne to the development of life on the land and in the 
water? ( 4) 'Vhat is its probable fntm·c '? 

Before attempting to answer these questions, which I 
shall not take up formally in succession, but rather in con
nection with each othct·, it is necedsary to state, as briefly 
as po-.sible, ceetain gcncml conclu::;ions re.,pecting the in
terior of the earth. It iB popularly supposed that we know 
nothing of thit:~ beyond a l"uperficial crust perhaps averag
ing 50,000 to 100,000 foet i11 thicknes~. It is true we have 
no means of exploration in the earth'1:3 interior, but the con
joined labours of phy:sicists and geologists have now pro
ceeded sufficiently far to throw much inferential light on 
tho subject, and to enable us to make some general affirma-
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tions with ce1·tainty; and these it is the more necessm·y to 
state distinctly, since t~1ry are often treated as mere subjects 
of speculation and fruitless di ~cussion. 

(1) Since tho dawn of geological science, it has been 
evident that the crust on whi<.:h we live must be supported 
on a plastic o1· partially liquid mass of heated rock, approxi
mately uniform in quality under the whole of its area. This 
is a lcgi timate contlu~:;ion from the wide di::;tribution of vol
canic phenomena, and from the fad that the ejections of 
volcanoes, while locally of various l<ind:-<, are similar in 
eve1·y part of the world, It led to the old idea of a fluid 
interior of the earth, but this i~ now generally abandoned, 
and this interiot· heated and pla:::;tic layer is regarded as 
merely an under-crust. 

(2) We have reason to believe, as the result of astrono
mkal investigations, 1 that, notwithstanding the plasticity 
or liquidity of the under-crust, tho ma::;s of the earth-its 
nucleus as wo may call it-is practically solid and of great 
density and hardness. Thus we have the apparent paradox 
of a solid yet fluid earth; oolid in its astronomical relations, 
liquid or plastic for the purposes of volcanic action und su
pm·ticial movements.~ 

(3) The plastic sub-crust is not in a state of dry igneous 
fusion, but in that condition of aqueo-igneous or hydro
thermic fnsion which arises from the action of heat on moist 
substance~, and which may either be regarded as a fusion 
or aH a ~pecies of solution at a ve1'Y high temperntnJ·e. This 
we leal'n from the phenomena of volcanic action, and from 

1 Hopldns, ~Ia1let, Sir \Villiam Thomson, and Prof. G. H. Darwin 
maintain the solidity and rigidity of the earth on astronomical 
grounds; but diff~rent conclusi.ons have been rear:hed by Hennesey, 
Delaunay, and Auy. In America, Barnard and Cro!Sby Dutton Le 
Conte, and Wads worth kt ,.e cliscussetl these questions: ' 

2 A~ objection has been takc.n :o the. effect that the supposed 
e1l~pso1dal form of the equator JS mconrs1stent with a plaf-tic sub
crust. But this ellipsoidal form is not absolutely certain, or if it 

. exists, is VE-ry minute. Bonney has, in a recent lecture suna~sted 
"d t• l t ' eo the important ~ons1 era 1011 t 1a ~ mass may be slowly mobile 

under long-contmued pressure, while yet rigid with reference to 
more sudden movements. 
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the composition of the voleanic and plutonic rocks, as well 
as from such chemical experiments as those of Daubree and 
of Tilden and Shenstone. 1 

( 4) The interior sub-crust is not perfectly homogeneous, 
but may be roug!Jly divided into two byors or magmas, as 
they have boon called: an uppet·, highly :::;ilicooul:' or acidic, 
of low specific gravity and light-coloured, and correspond~ 
ing to such kinds of plutonic and volcallic rocks as granite 
and trachyte ; and n. lower, less siliceous or more basic, 
more dense, and more highly charged with iron, and cor
responding to such igneous rocks as the dolerites, basalrs, 
and kindred lavas. It is interesting here to note that this 
conclu:::;ion, elaborated by Durocher and von \Yaltershausen, 
and usually connected with thei1· names, appears to have 
been first announced. by John Phillips, in his 'Geological 
:Manual,' and as a mere common sense deduction from the 
observed phenomena of volcanic action and. the probable 
results of the gradual cooling of the e[ti'th.:! It receives 
striking confirmation from the ob::;erved succession of acidic 
and ba~ic volcanic rocks of all geological periods and in all 
localities. It would. even seem, from recent spoctroscopic 
invo8tigations of Locky01·, that there is evidence of a similar 
succession of magmas ' in the hea,~enly bodies, and the dis
covery by :N o1·denskiold of native iron in Greenland basalts, 
affol'ds a probability that the inner magma is in part me

tallic. 3 

(5) \Vhere routs or fissures form in the upper crust, the 
matel'ial of the lower crust is forced upward by the pressure 
of the loss supported portions of the former, giving rise to 

1 Phil. Tran.ct 1884. Also Crosby in Proc. Boston Soc. Nat. !list. 1883. 
7 Phillips, Manual of Geology, 1855, p. 403. Dr. Sterry Hunt has 

kindly directed my attention to the fact of Phillip's right of pri
ority in this matter. Durocber in 1857 elaborated the theory of 
magmas in thfl Amwlcs dell .J[incs, and we are indebted to Dntton, 
of the United States Geolo~ical Survey, for its detailed application 
to the remarkable volcanic outflows of Western America. 

3 The~e hasalts occur at OYifak, Greenland. Andrews has found 
small particles of iron in British basalts. Prestwich and Judd have 
referre.l to the bearing on general geology of these fal:ts, and of 

Lockyer's sugge tions. 

• 
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volcanic phenomena either of an explosive or quiet cha
racter, as may be determined by contact with water. The 
underlying material may also be carried to the sut·face by 
the agency of heated water, pt·oducing those quiet discharges 
which Hunt has named crenitic. It is to be observed here 
that explol:live volcanic phenomena, and the formation of 
cones, are, as Prestwich has well remarked, characteristic 
of an old and thickened crust ; quiet ejection from fissures 
and hydro-thermal action may have been more common in 
earlier periods and with a thinner over-crust. 

(6) The contraction of the earth's interior by cooling 
and by the emist:iion of material from below the over-crul:lt, 
has caused this crust to press downward, and therefore 
laterally, and l:lO to effect geeat bends, folds, and plications ; 
and these, modified subsequently by surface denudation, 
constitute mountain chains and continental plateaus. As 
Hall long ago pointed out,1 such lines of folding have been 
produced more especially where thick sediments had been 
laid down on the sea bottom. Thus we have het·e another 
apparent paradox, namely, that the elevations of the eat·th's 
crust occur in the places where the gt·eatest burden. of de
tritus has been laid down upon it, and where consequently 
the crust has been softened and depressed. "\Ve must be
ware, in this connection, of exaggerated notiom:l of the 
extent of contraction and of crumpling required to form 
mountains. Bonney has well shown, in lectures delivered at 
the London Institution, that an amount of contraction al
most inappreciable in comparil::lon with the diameter of' the 
eat·th, would be sufficient ; and that as the greatest moun
tain chains arc loss than ohth of the earth's radius in 
height, they would, on an artificial globe a foot in diameter 
be no more important than the slight inequalities tha~ 
might result from the paper gores overlapping each other 
at the edges. 

(7) The ct·ushing _and liding _of the over-crust implied in 
these movements rmse some senous questions of a physical 

1 Hall, (American Associat.ion Address, 1857, subsequent} _ 
1. d · b dd't' CY 'b · Y re pub 1she , ';1t a 1.wns, as ontn utwns to the Geological History 

of the Amencan Contment,) Mallet, Rogers, Dana, Le Conte
1 

&c, 
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character. One of these relates to the rapidity or slowness 
of such movement , and the consequent degree of intensity 
of the heat developed, as a possible cause of metamorphi8m 
of rocks. Anothet· has reference to the po:ssibility of 
changes in the equilibrium of the earth itself as resulting 
from local collapse and ridging. These questions in con
nection with the present dissociation of the axis of rotation 
from the magnetic poles, and with changes of climate, have 
attracted some attention,1 and probably del:lervefurtber con· 
sideration on the part of phy8icists. In so far as geological 
evidence is concerned, it would seem that the general a~so
ciation of crumpling with metamorphism indicates a certain 
rapidity in the proce::;s of mountain-making, and consequent 
development of heat; and the a.rrangement of the older rocks 
around the Arctic basin forbids u::; from ast-mming any ex
tensive movement of the axis of rotation, though it does not 
exclude changes to a limited extent. I hope that Professor 
Darwin will discuss these points in his address to the Phy
sical Section. 

I wish to formulate these principles as distinctly as pos
sible, and as the ref:lult of all the long series of observations, 
calculations, and discussions since the time of W erner and 
Hutton, and in which a vast number of able physicists and 
naturalists have borne a part, because they may be con
sidered as certain deductions from our actual knowledge, 
and because they lie at the foundation of a rational physical 
geology. 

We may popularil:le these deductions by comparing the 
earth to a drupe or stone-fruit, such as a plum or peach, 
somewhat dried up. It has a large and intensely hard stone 
and kernel, a thin pulp made up of two layers, an inner 
more dense and dark-coloured, and an outer less dense and 
lighter-coloured. These constitute the under-crust. On the 
outside it has a thin membrane or over-crust. In the pro
cess of drying it has slightly shrunk, so as to produce ridges 
and hollows of the outer crust, and this outer crust has 

1 See recent papers of Oldham and Fisher, in Geological Magazine 
and Philosophical Magazine, July 1886. Also Peroche1 Revol. Po
laires, Paris, 1886. 
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cracked in some places, allowing portions of the pulp to 
ooze out-in some of these its lower dark substance, in 
othe1·s its uppet· and lighter material. The analogy extends 
no farth01·, for there is nothing in our withered fruit to re
present the oceans occupying the lowot· parts of the surface 
or the deposits whieh they have laid down. 

Keeping in view these general conclusions, let us now 
turn to their bearing on the origin and history of the North 
Atlantic. 

Though the Atlantic is a deep ocean, its basin does not 
constitute so much a uopression of the crust of the earth as 
a flattening of it, and this, as recent soundings have shown, 
with a slight ridge or el.evation along its middle, and banks 
or tcn·nces fringing the edges, so that its form is not so 
much that of a ba~in a~ that of a shallow plate with its 
middle a little rai~cd. Its true permanent margins are com
posed of portions of the over-cmst folded, ridged up and 
cru~hcd, as if by latcml pressure emanating from the sea 
itsP-lf. \Ve cannot, for exam plc, look at a geological map 
of America ·without perceiving that the Appalachian 
ridges, which intervene between the Atlantic and the St. 
Law' en cc valley, have Loon driven bodily Lack by a force 
acting from the cast, aud that they have resisted this pres
sure only where, as in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the 
Catskillrcginn of N cw York, they have been protected by 
outlying masses of very old rocks, as, for example, by that 
of the bland of N cwfounclland and that of the Adirondack 
Mountains. rrho admirable work begun by my friend and 
fellow-student Professor Jamcs Nicol, foilowcu up by Hicks, 
Lapworth, and others, and now, after long cont1·ovot·sy, fully 
confirmed by the recent ob:-:-ct·vations of the geolo~icnl sur
vey of Scotland, has !:!hown the moRt intcnRc ac·tion of the 
same kind on the oast siue of the ocean in the Scotti:sh hio·h
lands ; and the more widely distributed Eozoic rocks b of 
Scandinavia may be appealed to m further cvidenee of 
this. 1 

1 A(1dress to the Geol.ogical Section, by Prof. Judd, Aberdeen 
Meeting, 1885. Accord111g to R<,g~rs, the crumpling of the Appala~ 
chians has reduced a breadth of lo8 m1les to about 00, · 
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If we now inquire as to the cause of the Atlantic depres
sion, we mm:~t go back to the time when the areas occupied 
by the Atlantic and its bounding coasts were parts of the 
shoreless sea in whic:h the earliest gneisses or stratified 
granites of the Laurentian age were being laid down in vastly 
extended beds. These ancient crystalline rocks have been 
the subject of much discu~sion and controversy, and as they 
con ·titute the lowest and probably the firmest part of the 
Atlantic sea-bed. it ii::l nece~sary to inquire as to their origin 
and hit:>tory. Dt·. Bonney, the late Pl'esident of the Geolo
gical Society, in his Anniversary address, and D1·. Sterry 
Hunt, in an elaborate paper communicated to the Royal 
Society of Canada, have ab!y summed up the hypotheses as 
to the origin of the oldest Laurentian beds. At the basis of 
these hypotheses lies the admisl::lion that the immensely thick 
beds of orthocla ·e gneiss, which are the oldest stratified 
rocks known to us, are substantially the same in composition 
with the upper or silicioul::l magma or layer of the under
crust. They are, in t:-ihort, its materialt:J either in their pi'imi
tiYe condition or merely re-arranged. One theory considers 
them as original products of cooling, owing their lamination 
merely to the successive stages of the process. Another 
view refers them to the waste and re-anangement of the 
mate1·ials of a pl'eviously massive granite. Still another 
holds that all our granites really aril:le from the fusion of old 
gneisses of originally aqueous origin, while a fourth refers 
the gneiHses themselYeH to molecular changes effected in 
granite by pressure. These several views, in so far as they 
relate to the oldest or fundamental Laurentian gneiss, may 
be arranged under· the following heads: (1) Endoplutonic, or 
that which regards all the old gneisses as molten rocks cooled 
ft·om without inward, in successive layers.1 (2) Exoplutonic, 
or that which considers them as made up of matter ejected 
from below the upper crust in the manner of volcanic action2• 

(3) Metamorphic, which suppo::.es the old gneisses to arise 
from the crystalliRation of detrital matter spread over the 
sea-bottom, and either igneouH or derived from the decay of 

1 Naumann, Phillips, Durocher, Macfarlane, &c, 
2 Clareuce King, Tornebohm, Marr. &c. 

2 
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igneous rocks.1 ( 4) ()ha otic or Thermo-c~aotic, or the th.eory 
of deposit from the turbid waters of a pl'lmeval oc~an e1ther 
with or without the aid of heat. In one form this was the 
old theory of Werner.2 (5) Crenitic or Hydro-thermic, which 
supposes the action ofheated waters, penetrating below the 
crust, to be constantly bringing up to the surface mineral 
matters in solution and depositing those so as to form fels
pathic and other rocks.3 

It will be observed, in regard to these theories, that they 
do not suppose that the old gneiss is an ordinary sediment, 
but that all regard it as formed in exceptional circumstances, 
these circumstances being the ab::-ence of land and of sub· 
aerial decay of rock, and the presence wholly or principally 
of the material of the upper surface of the recently hardened 
crust. This being granted, the question ari:-es, ought we 
not to combine these seve1·al theories and to believe that the 
cooling crust has hardened in ~<uccessive laye1·s from with
out inward; that at the same time fis ures were locally di -
chary,ing igneous -matter to the surfaee; that matter held in 
suspension in the ocean and matter held in solution by heated 
waters rising from beneath the outer crust were mingling 
their materials in the depoRits of the pl'imitive o.cean? It 
would seem that the combination of all these agencies may 
safely be evoked as cau~es of the pre-Atlantic deposit~. This 
is the eclectic position which I endeavoured to maintain in 
my add!'ess before the Minneapolis Meeting of the American 
Association in 1883, and which I still hold to be in every 
way probable. 

A word here as to metamorphism, a theory which, 
like many others, has been first run i.o death and then dis
credited, but which, owing to the moderate degree in which 
it was origina:ly held by Lyell, is still valid. Nothing can 
be more certam than that the composition of the LaUJ·en
tian gneisses forbids us to suppose that they can be ordi
~ary s~di~e~ts metamorphosed. They are rocks peculiar 
m their or1gm, and not paralleled, unless exceptionally, in 

1 Lyell, Kopp, Reusch, Judd, &c. 
2 Scrape, De LaBeche, Daubree. 
~ Hunt1 Transactions Royal Society of Canada, 1885. 
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later times. On the other hand, they bave undoubtedly 
experienced very important changes, more especially as to 
cryAtallization, the state of combination of their ingredients, 
and the development of disseminated minerals ;1 and while 
this may in part be attributed to the mechanical pressure 
to which they have been subjected, it requires also the action 
of hydrothel'mic agencies. Any theory which fails to invoke 
both of these kinds of force must necessarily be partial and 
impel'fect. 

But all metam01·phic rocks are not of the same character 
with the gneisses of the Lower Laurentian. Even in the 
Middle and Upper Laurentia.n, we have metamorphic rocks, 
e. g. quartzite and limestone, which must originally have 
been ordinat·y nq ueous deposits. Still more, in the succeed
ing llur·onian and iLs as:::JOciated serie . ., of beds, and in the 
Lower Paheozoic, local metamorphic change has been under
gone by roeks quite similat· to those which in theit· unaltered 
state constitute regular bedimentary deposits. In the case 
of these later rocks it is to be borne in mind that, while some 
may have been of volcanic ol'igin, others may have been 
sediments rich in undecomposed fr·agments of silicate:3. It 
is a mistake to suppose t'1at the ordinat·y decay of str·atified 
siliceous rocks is a process of kaolinization so per·fect as to 
eliminate all alkaline matters. On the contra,.y, the fact, 
which J udd has recently well illustrated in the case of the 
mud of the Nile, applies to a great number of similat· de
posits in all parts of the world, and shows that the finest 
sediments have not always been so completely lixiviated as 
to be destitute of the ba::;ic matters neces-.ary for their con
ver·sion into gneiss, mica-schist, and similar ro(•ks, when the 
necet>sary agencie:-; of metamorphism are applied to them, 
and this quite independently of any other extraneous matters 
introduced into them by water or otherwise. Still it must 

1 The first of these is what Bonney has called .Metastasis. The 
second and thhd come under the name .Metacrasis. JJfethylo:ris, or 
change of substance, is altogether exceptional, and not to be credited, 
except on the best evidence, or in cases where volatile matters 
have been expelled, as in the change of boomatite into magnetite, 
or of bituminous coal into anthracite. 
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be steadily kept in view that many of the old pre-Cambrian 
crystalline rocks must have been different originally from 
those succeeding them, and that, consequently, these last, 
even when metamorphosed, present different characters. 

I may remark here that, though a pal~ontologist rather 
than a lithologist, it gives me great plea~ure to find so much 
attention now given in this country to the old crystalline 
rocks, and to their study microscopically and chemieally as 
well as in the :field, a work in which Sur by and All port were 
pioneers. As a pupil of the late Professor J ameson of 
Edinburgh, my own attention was eal'ly attracted to the 
study of minerals and rocks as the stable foundations of 
geological science; and so far back as 18-!1 I had learnt of 
the late Mr. Sanderson, of Edinburgh, who worked at Nicol's 
sections, 1 how to slice rocks and fossib; and Bince that tLme 
I have been in the habit of examining everything with the 
microscope. The modern developments in this direction are 
therefore very gratifying to me, even though, as is natural, 
they sometimes appear to be pushed too far or their value 
over-estimated. 

That the older gneisses were deposited, not only in what is 
now the bed of the Atlantic, but alBo on the great continental 
areas of America and Europe, anyone who considers the 
wide extent of these rocks represented on the map recently 
published by Professor Hull can readily understand.z It iB 
true that Hull supposes that the basin of the Atlantic itself 
may have been land at this time, but the1 e is no necessity 
for holding this view, more especially as the material of the 
gneiss could not have been detritus derived from sub-aerial 
decay of rock. 

Let us suppose, then, the floor of old ocean covered with 
a :flat pavement of gneiss, or of that material which its now 
gneiss, the next questi_on is how and when did this original 
bed become converted m to sea and land. Here we have some 
things cert~in, ~th~rs most d~bateable. That the cooling 
mass, espeCially If It was sendmg out volumes of softened 
rocky material, either in the exoplutonic 01• in the crenitic 

1 Trans. Royal Irish .Academy. 2 And I believe at Witham's also. 
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way, and piling this on the surface, must soon become too 
small for its shell, is apparent; but when and where would 
the collapse, crushing, and wrinkling inevitable from this 
eau ' e begin ? When they began is indicated by the lines 
of mountain-chains which traverse the Laurentian districts; 
but the reason why is less apparent. The more or less 
unequal cooling, hardening and conductive power of tbe 
outer crust we may readily assume. The driftage un
equally of water-borne deteitus to the south-west by the 
bottom currents of the sea is another cause, and, as we 
shall soon see, most effective. Still another is the greater 
cooling and hardening of the e~·ust in the polar regions, 
and the tendency to collapse of the equatorial protuberance 
from the slackening of the earth's rotation. Besides these, 
the internal tides of the earth's substance at the times 
of solstice would exert an oblique pulling force on the crust, 
which might tend to crack it along diagonal lines. F1·om 
whichevet· of these causes or the combination of the whole, 
we know that, within the Laurentian time, folded portions 
of the earth's crust began to rise above the general surface, 
in broad belts running from N.E. to S.W., and from N. \V. to 
S.E., where the older mountains of Eastern America and 
\Vestern Europe now stand, and that the subsiuence of the 
oceanic areas, allowed by this crumpling of the crust, per
mitted other areas on both sides of the Atlantic to form 
limited table-lands.1 This was the commencement of a pro
cess repeated again and again in subsequent times,and which 
began in the middle Laurentian, when for the first time we 
find beds of quartzite, limestone, and iron ore,and graphitic 
beds, indicating that there was already land and water, and 
that the sea, and perhaps the land, swarmed with forms of ani
mal and plant life, unknown, for the most part, now. Inde
pendently of the questions as to the animal nature of Eozoon, 
I hold that we know, as certainly as we can know anything 

1 Daubree's curious experiments on the contraction of caoutcbm~c 
balloons, partially hardened by coating with varnish, show how 
small inequalities of the crust, from whatever cause arising, might 
effect the formation of wrinkles, and also that transverse as well 
as longitudinal wrinkling might occur. 
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inferentially, the existence of these pt·imitive forms of life. 
If I were to conjecture what were the early forms of plant 
and animal life, I would suppose that, just as in the Palreo
zoic, the acrogens culminated in gigantic and complex forest 
trees, so in the Laurentian, the algre, the lichens, and the 
mosses grew to dimensions and assumed complexity of struc
ture unexampled in later times, and that, in the sea, the 
humbler forms of Protozoa and Hydrozoa were the dominant 
types, but in gigantic and complex forms. The land of thi'l 
period was probably limited, fot· the most part, to high lati
tudes, and its aspect, though more rugged and abrupt, and 
of gt·eater elevation, must have been of that character which 
we still see in the L·meentian hills. The distribution of this 
ancient land is indirated by the long lines of old Lanrentian 
rock extending from the Labl'ador coast and the n01·th Rhore 
of the St. Lawrence, and along the ea~tern slopes of the 
Appalachians in America, and the like rocks of the He
brides, the We3tet·n Highlands, and the Scandinavian 
mountains. A small bnt intet·esting remnant is that in the 
Malvern Hills, so well described by Holl. It will be well to 
note here and to fix on our minds, that these ancient ridO'es 
of Eastern America and Westem Europe have been gt·ea~ly 
denuued and wasted since Laut·entian times, and that it is 
along their eastern siues that the greate~t sedimentary 
accumulations have been deposited. 

From this time dates the intt·oduction of that dominance 
of existing causes which forms the basis of uniformitarian
ism in geology, and which had to go on with various and 
great modifications of detail, through the succcssiYe staO'eS 
of the geological history, till the land and water of ~he 
northern hemisphere attained to their present complex 
structure. 

So soon as we have a eircumpolar belt or patches of 
Eozoic 1 land and ridgos running southward from it we 
enter on new and more complicated methods of grow;h of 
the continents and seas. Portions of the oluest crys
talline rocks, raised ~ut of the pl'Otecting water, wet·e now 
eroded by atmosphenc agents, and especially by the ear-

l Or Archrean, or pre-Cambrian,' if these terms are preferred. 
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bonic acid, then existing in the atmosphere perhaps more 
abundantly than at p1·e::~ent, under whose influence the 
hardest of the gnei::~sic rock:::~ gradually decay. The Arctic 
lands were subjected in addition to the powerful mechanical 
force of frost and. thaw. Thus every shower of rain and 
eYery i::iWOllen stream would carry into the sea the products 
of the waste of land, sorting them into fine clays and coar
ser sands ; and the cold CUJTents which cling to the ocean 
bottom, now determined in their courses, not merely by the 
earth't; rota~ion, but abw by the lines of folding on both 
sides of the Atlantic, would carry south-westward, and pile 
up in marginal banks of great thickness, the debris produced 
from the rapid waste of the land already existing in the 
Arctic regions. The Atlantic, opening widely to the north, 
and having la1·ge rivers pouring into it, was, especially, the 
ocean characterised, as time advanced, by the prevalence 
of these phenomena. Thus throughout the geological history 
it has happened that, while the middle of the Atlantic has 
received merely organic deposits of shells of Foraminifera 
and similar organisms, and this probably only to a small 
amount, itb margins have had piled upon them beds of de
tritus of immense thicknes::~. Professor Hall, of Albany, 
wa the firl::!t geologist who pointed out the vast cosmic im
portance of these deposits, and that the mountains of both 
sides of the Atlantic owe their origin to these great lines of 
depo:;ition, along with the fact, afterwards more fully in
sisteu on by Rogers, that the portions of the crust which 
received these masRes of debns became thereby weighted 
down and softened, and were more liable than other parts 
to lateral crushing. 1 

1 The connection of accumulation with subsidence was always a 
familiar consideration with geologists; bnt Hall seems to have 
been the fir:st to state its true significance as a geological factor, 
and to see that those portions of the crust, which are weighted 
down by great detrital accumulations, are necessarily those which, 
in suceeeding movements, were e evated into mountains. Other 
American geologists, as Dana, Rogers, Hunt, Le Conte, Crosby,. &c., 
have followed up Hall's primary suggestion, and in Englan~, Hicks, 
Fisher, Starkie Gardiner, Hull, and others, have brought It under 
notice, and it enters into the great generalisations of Lyell on these 
subjects. 
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Thus in the latet· Eozoic and ear1y PaJmozoic times, which 
succeeded the first foldings of the oldest Laurentian, great 
ridges were thrown up, along the edge:~ of which were beds 
of limestone and on their summits and sides, thick mas:;es 
of ejected ig~eous rocks. In the bed ofthe central Atlantic, 
there are no :;uch accumulations. It rn.ust have been a :flat, 
or slightly ridged, plate of the ancient gneiss, hard and 
resisting, though perhaps with a few c1acks, through which 
igneou:::l matter welled up, as in Iceland and the Azore::; in 
more modern times. In this condition of things we have 
causes tending to perpetuate and extet d the distinctions of 
ocean and continent, mountain arJd plain, already begun ; 
and of these we may more espedally note the continued 
subsidence of the at·eas of greatest marine depo:::!ition. This 
has long attracted attention, and affo!'ds very convincing 
evi<.lence of the connection of sedimentary deposit as a cause 
with the sub.:ddence of the crust. 1 

We are in<.lebted to a Fl'ench physicist, M. Faye, 2 for an 
important suggestion on this subject. It is that the se
diment accumulated along the sho1·es of the ocean presented 
an obstacle to ra<.liation, and consequer.tly to cooling of the 
crust, while the ocean :floor, unprote<:ted and unweighted, 
and constantly bathed with currents of cold water having 
great power of convectwn of heat, would be more rapidly 
cooled, and so would becorr1e thicker and stronger. This 
suggestion is complementary to the theory of Profes or 
Hall, that the areas of greatest deposit on the margins of 

1 
Dutton in Report of U.S. Geological S1!rvey, 1881. From far,ts 

stated in this report and in my Acadian Geoiogy, it is apparent that 
in the Western t>tates and in the coalfields C!f Nova Seotia, shallow
water deposits have been laid down, up to 1bicknesbes of 10,000 to 
20,000 feet in connection with continuous subsidence. See also a 
paper by Ricketts in the Geol. jfag. 1883. It may be well to add 
here that this doctrine of the subsidence of wide areas beincrcaused 
by deposition, does not justify the conclusion of certain gl~<·ialists 
that snow and ice have exercised a like power in glacial periods. 
In truth, as will appear in the sequel, great accumulations of mow 
and ice require to be preceded by subsidence, and wide continental 
areas can never be covered with deep snow, 1vhile, of course ice can 
cause no addition of weight to submerged areas. ' 

2 Revue Scientifique, 1886. 
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the ocean are necessaeily those of greatest folding and con
sequent elevation. "\T e have thus a hard, thick, resisting 
ocean-bottom which, a.s it settles down toward the interior, 
under the influence of gravity, squeezes upward and folds 
and plicates all the soft secliments deposited on its edges. 
The Atlantic area is almost an unbroken · cake of this kind. 
The Pacific area has cracked in many places, allowing the 
interior fluid matter to exude in volcanic ejections. 

It may be said that all this supposes a permanent con
tinuance ofthe ocean-·)asins, whereas many geologists postu
late a mid-Atlantic continent 1 to give the thick masses of 
detritus found in th:l older formations both in Eastern 
America and 1.N estern EUJ·ope, and which thin off in pro
ceeding into the interlor of both continents. I prefer, with 
Hall, to consider these Lelts of sediment a , in the main, the 
uepo::sits of nol'thcrn (UlTents, and derived from Arctic land, 
and that like the great banks of the American coast at the 
present day, which are being built up by the present Arct~c 
current, they had little to do with any direct drainage f1·om 
the adjacent shore. ,1Ve need not deny, however, that such 
ridges of land as exis1ed along the Atlantic margins were 
contributing their qw>ta of river-borne material, just as on 
a still greater scn,le the Amazon and Mis::sissippi are doiug 
now, aud this espcc·ial.ly on the sides towal'd the present 
<.:ontincntal plateaus, though the greater part must have 
been derived from the wide tracts of Laurentian land with
iu the Arctic Circle 01 near to it. It is further obviom; that 

1 Among American gEologists, Dana and Le Conte, though from 
somewhat different prEmises, maintain continental permanence. 
Crosby has argued on tbe other side. In Britain, Hull has elabo
rated the idea of intercbange of oceanic and continental areas in 
his memoir in Tl'a118. Dtblin Sucicty, and in his work entitled The 
Physical History of the British L~lands. God win- Austin argues 
powerfully for the perrmnence of the Atlantic basin, Q. J. Gcol. 
Sucicty, Yol. xii. p. 42. Uellard Reade ably advocates the theory 
of mutation. The two viewtl require, in my judgment, to be com
bined. More especially it is necessary to take into the account the 
existence of an Atlantic ridge of Laurentian rock on the west side 
of Europe, of which the Hebrides and the oldest rocks of \Vales, 
Ireland, \Vestern France, and Portugal are remnants. 
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the ordinary reasoning respecting the necessity of conti
nental areas in the present ocean basins would actually 
oblige us to suppose that the whole of the oceans and con
tinents had repeateclly changed places. This consideration 
opposes enormous phy:::;ical difficulties to any theory of 
alternations of the oceanic and continental areas, except 
locally at their margins. I would, however, refer you for a 
more full di~cussion of these points to the address to be de
livered to-morrow by the Presiclent of the Geological 
Section. 

But the permanence of the Atlantic depression does not 
exclude the idea of succesoive submergences of the conti
nental plateaus and marginal slopes, alternating with per
iods of elevation, when the ocean retreated from the con
tinents and contracted its limits. In this ret<pect, the At
lantic of to-day is much smaller than it was in those times 
when it spread widely over the continental plains and 
slopes, and much larger than it has been in times of con
tinental elevation. This leads us to the further considera
tion that, while the ocean-beds have been binkiug, other 
areas have been better supported, and constitute the con
tinental plateaus; and that it has been at or near the junc
tions of these Ainking and rising areas that the thickest de
posits of detritus, the most extensive foldings, and the 
greatest ejections of volcanic matter have occurred. There 
has thus been a permanence of the po:::;ition of the continents 
and oceans throughout geological time, but with many 
oscillations of ~hese areas, producing submergence~ and 
emergences of the land. In thii"! way, wo can reconcile the 
vast vicissitudes of the continental areas in different geolo
gical periods with . that continuity of development from 
north to south, and from the interiors to the margins, which 
is so marked a feature. We have, for this reason to formu
late another apparent geological paradox, na~ely, that 
while, in one sense, the continental and oceanic areas are 
permanent, in another, they have been in continual move
ment. Nor does this view exclude extension of the conti
~en:al bord~rs ?r of ~hains of i~lands beyond their present 
hm1ts, at cm·tam penods; and mdeed the general principle 
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already stated, that subsidence of the ocean-bed has pro
dured elevation of the land, implies in earlier periods a 
shallower ocean and many possibilities as to volcanic islands, 
and low continental margins creeping out into the sea ; 
while it is also to be noted that there are, as already stated, 
bordering shelves, constituting shallows in the ocean, which 
at certain periods have emerged as land. 

"'iN e are thus compelled to believe in the contemporaneous 
existenre in all geologiral periods, except perhaps the earl
iest of them, of three distinct conditions of areas on the 
surfa('e of the earth. (1) Oceanic areas of deep sea, which 
always continued to occupy in whole or in part the bed of 
the present ocean. (2) Continental plateaus and marginal 
shelve~, existing as low flats or higher table-land::; liable to 
pm·iodical submergence and emergence. (3) Lines of pli
cation and folding, mot·e especially along the bordet·s of the 
oceans, forming cleYated portions of land, rarely altogether 
submerged and const3.ntly affording the material of sedi
mentary accumulations, while they were also the seats of 
powerful volcanic ejections. 

In the successive geological periods, the continental pla
teaus, when submerged, owing to their vast extent of warm 
and ::,hallow sea, have been the great theatres of the de
velopment of marine life and of the deposition of organic 
limestones, and when elevated, they have furnished the 
abodes of the noblest land faunas and floras. The mountain 
belts, e"'pccially in the north, have been the refuge and 
stronghold of land life in periods of submergence; and the 
deep ocean basins have been the perennial abodes of pelagic 
and abyssal creatures, and the refuge of multitudes of other 
marine animals nnd plants in times of continental elevation. 
These general facts are full of importance with reference to 
the question of the succession of formations and of life in 

the geological history of the earth. 
So much time has been occupied with these general views, 

that it would be impossible to trace the history of the Atlantic 
in detail through the ages of the Palreozoic, :Mesozoic, and 
Tertiary. We may, howeve1·, shortly glance at the changes 
of the three kinds of surface already referred to. The bed 
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of the ocean seems to have remained, on the whole, abyssal, 
but there were probably periods when those shallow reaches 
of the Atlantic which stretch across its most northern por
tion, and partly separate it from the Arctic basin, presented 
connecting coasts or continuous chains of islands sufficient 
to permit animals and plants to pass over.1 At certain 
periods also there were, not unlikely, groups of volcanic 
islandr:J, like the Azores, in the temperate or tropical Atlantic. 
More especially might this be the case in that early time 
when it was more like the present Pacific; and the line of 
the great volcanic belt of the :Jfediterraneun, t ho mid Atlantic 
banks, the Azores and the \Vest India I lands point to the 
possibility of such partial connections. These were stepping
stones, so to speak, over which land organi~ms might cross, 
and some of these may be connected wiLh the fabulous or 
pre-histOL·ic Atlantis. 2 

In the Cambrian and Ordovician periods, the distinctions, 
already referred to, into continental plateaus, mountain 
ridges, and ocean depths, were first developed, and we find, 
already, great masses of sediment accumulating on the sea
ward sides of the old Lanrentian ridges, and internal deposits 
thinning away from these ridges over the submerged con
tinental areas, and pre~enting di!::lsimilaJ' conditions of sedi
mentation. It would seem also that, as Hicks has argued 
for Europe, and Logan and Hall for America, this Cambrian 
age was one of~low subsidence of the land previously elevated, 
accompanied with or caused by thick deposit:::~ of detritus 

1 It would seem, from Geikie's description of the Faroe Islands 
that they may be a remnant of such connecting land, dating from 
the Cretaceous or Eocene period. 

~ Dr. Wilson has recently argued that the Atlantis of tradition 
was really America, and 1\Ir. Hyde Clarke has associated this idea 
with the early dominance in western Europe of tne Iberian race, 
which Dawkins connects wi.th the Neolithic and Bronze ages of 
archreology. My own attentwn h~s recently been directed, through 
specimens presented to the l\IcG1ll College Museum, by 1\lr. R. s. 
IIaliburton, to the remarkable resemblance in cranial characters 
wampum, and other particulars of the Guanches of the Canarie~ 
with aborgines of Eastern America-resemblances which cannot be 
accidental. 
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along the ~orders of the subsiding land, which was probably 
covered w1th the docompo::;ing rock arising from long age~ 
of sub-aerial waste. 

In the coal-formation age, its characte1·i tic swampy fiats 
stretched in some places far into the shallower parts of the 
ocean.1 In the Pormian, the great plicated mountain mar
gins were fully developed on both sides of the Atlantic. 
In the J u1 as sic, the American continent probably ex
tended further to the sea than at pro:::;ent. In the "\Vealden 
age, there was much 1and to the west and north of Great 
Britain, and Professor Bonney has directed attention to the 

evidence of the existence of this land as far back as the 
Trias, while Mr. Starkio Gardiner has inl"istod on connecting 
links to the southward as evidenced by fossil plants. So late 
as the Post-glacia1, or early human period, large tracts, now 
submerged, formed portions of the continents. On the other 
hand, the interior plain ' of America and Europe were often 
submerged. Such submergences are indicated by the gl'eat 
limestones of the Pal::cozoic, by the cha1k and its representa
tive beds in the Cretaceous, by the Nummulitic formation 
in the Eocene, and lastly by the groat Pleistocene submer
gence, one of the most remarkable of all, ono in which nearly 
the whoJe northern hemisphere participated, and which was 
probably separated from the present time by only a few 
thousands of years.2 These submorgencos and elevations 
wete not always alike on the two sides of the Atlantic. The 
Salina period of the Silurian, for example, and the Jurassic, 
show coL tin ental elevation iu America not shared by Europe. 
The great subsidences of the Cretaceous and the Bocene were 
proportionally deeper and wider on the eastern continent, 

1 I have shown the evidence of this in the remnants of Carboni
ferous districts once mure extens~vn on the Atlantic coast of Nova 
Seotia and Cape Breton (Acadian Geology.) 

2 The recent surveys of the Falls of Niagara coincide with a great 
many evidences to which I have elsewhere referred in proving that 
the Pleistocene submergence of America and Europe came to an 
end not more than ten thousand years ago, and was Hself not of 
very great duration. Thus in Pleistocene times the land must have 
peen submerged and re-elevated in a very rapid manner. 
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and this and the direction of the land being f1·om north to 
south, eau e more ancient forms of life to survive in Amel'ica. 
These elevations and submergences of the plateaus alternated 
with the periocls of mountain-making plieation, which was 
going on at intervals at the close of the Enzoic, at the begin
ning of the Cambrian, at the close of the Siluro-Cambl'ian, 
and in Europe and Western America in the Tertiar·y. The 
series of changes, however, affecting all these areas was of 
a highly complex character, and embraces the whole physi
cal hi~tory of the geological ages. 

We may here note that the unconformities caused by these 
movements and by subsequent denudation constitute what 
Le Conte has called 'lost intervals,' and one of the most im
portant of which is supposed to have occurred at the ·end of 
the Eozoic. It is to be ob.served, however, that as every 
such movement is followed by a gl'adual sub~iclence the 
seeming loss is caused me1·ely by the overlapping of the 
successive beds deposited. 

We may also note a fact which I have long ago insisted 
on,1 the regular pulsation of the continental a1·eas, giving us 
alternations in each g1·eat sytitem of foi'Inations of deen-sea 
and shallow-wateJ' beds, so that the succe:3sive gl'oups of for
mations may be divided into triplets ofshallow-wateJ·, deep
water, and shallow-water strata, altemating in each pe1·iod. 
This law of succession applies more pa1ticularly to the for
mations of the continental plateaus, rather than to those of 
the ocean margins, and it shows that, intel'venin,g between 
the great movements of plication, there we1·e subsidences of 
those plateaus, or elevations of the sea bottom, which allowed 
the waters to spread themselves over all the inland spaces 
between the great folded mountain ranges. 

In referring to the ocean basins, we should bear in mind 
that there are three of these in the northern hemisphere
the Arctic, the Pacific, and the Atlantic. De Ranee has 
abl! summe.d up .th~' known ~~cts as to Arctic geology in a 
senes of articles m Nature, and from which it appears 
that this area presents from without inwards a succession 

1 Acadian Geology, 1865. 
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of older and newer formations from the Eozoic to the Ter
tiary, and that its extent must have been greater in former 
periods than at present, while it must have enjoyed a com
paratively wa.rm climate from the Cambrian to the Pleisto
cene period. The relation8 of its deposits and fossils are 
closer with those of the Atlantic than with those of the 
Pacific, as might be anticipated from its wider opening 
into the fol'mer. Blandford has recently remar·ked on 
the correspondence of the mar·ginal deposits around 
the Pacific and Indian oceans, 1 and Dr. Dawson informs 
me that this is equally marked in comparison with 
the west coast of America/ but these marginal areas have 
not yet gained much on the ocean. In the North At
lantic, on the other hand, ther·o i~ a wide belL of corn para
tively modern rocks on both sides, more e. pocially toward 
the south and on the Ameridtn side; but while there 
appears to be a perfect conespondence on both sicle::; of the 
Atlantic, and around the Pacific respectively, there seems 
to be less parallelism between the deposits and forms of life 
of the two oceans as compar·ed with each other, and less 
correspondence in forms of life, especially in moder·n times. 
Still in the earlier geological ages, as might have been anti
cjpateJ from the jmperfect development of the continents, 
the Rame form.~ of life characterise the whole ocean from 
Australia to Arctic America, and indicate a grand unity of 

1 A singular example is the recurrence in New Zealand of Trias
sic rocks and fossils of types corresponding to those of British Co
lumbia. A curious modern analogy appears in the works of art of 
the Maoris with those of the Haida Indians of the Queen Charlotte 
Islands and both are eminently Pacific in contradistinction to 

Atlanti~. • 
~ Journal of Geological Society, May 1886. Blandford's statements 

respecting the mechanieal deposits of the close of the Palreozoic in 
the Indian ocean, whether these are glacial or not, would seem to 
show a correspondence with the Permian conglomerates and earth
movements of the Atlantic area ; but since that time, the Atlantic 
has enjoyed comparative repose. The Pacific seems to have 
reproduced the conditions of the Carboniferous in the Cretaceous 
age, and seems to bave been less affected by the great chal:lges of 

the Pleistocene. 
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Pacific and Atlantic life not equalled in ]atm· times, 1 and 
which speaks of con tern poraneity rather than of what has 
been termed homotaxis. 

We may pause hero for a moment to notice some of the 
effects of Atlantic growth on modern geography. It haR 
given us rugged and broken shores composed of old rocks 
in the north, and newer formations and softer features to
ward the south. It has given us marginal mountain ridges 
and internal plateaus on both sides of the sea. It has pl'o
duced certain curious and by no means accidental COJ'l'es
pomlenees of the eastern and western sides. Thus the solid 
basis on which the British Islands stand may be compared 
with Newfoundland and Labrador, the Bnglbh Channel 
with the Gulf of St. Lawrence, the Bay of Biscay with the 
Bay of 1\faine, Spain with the projo<.:tion of the American 
land at Cape Hatteras, the 1\feditenanean with the Gulf of 
Mexico. The special conditions of deposition and plication 
necessary to these results, and their bearing on the char
acter and productions of the Atlantic basin would require 
a volume for their detailed elucidation. 

Thus far our discussion has been limited almost entirely 
to physical causes and effects. If we now turn to the life 
h'istory of the Atlantic, we are met at the threshold with 
the question of climate, not as a thing fixed and immutable, 
but as changing from age to age in harmony with geogra~ 
phical mutations, and producing long cosmic summers and 
winters of alternate warmth and refrigeration. 

We can scarcely doubt that the close connection of the 
Atlantic. and Arctic oceans is one factor in those remark
able vicissitudes of climate experienced by the former, and 
in which the Pacific area has also shared in connection with 
the Antarctic Sea. No geological facts are indeed at first 
sight more strange and inexplicable than the changes of 
climate in the Atlantic area, even in comparatively modern 
periods. Vl e know that in the early Tertiary, perpetual 

1 
Daintree and Etheridge, 'Queensland Geology,' Journal Geolo

gical Society, August 1872; R. Etheridge1 Junior, ' Australian Fo&
sils,' Trans. Phys. Soc., Edin. 1880, 
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summer reigned as far north as the middle of Greenland 
and that in the Pleistocene, the Arctic cold advanced untii 
an almost perennial winter prevailed half way to the 
equatot·. It i~ no wonder that nearly every cause available 
in the heavens and the earth has been invoked to account 
fo1· these astounding facts. 

It will, I hope, meet with the approval of your veteran 
glaciologist Dr. Crosskey if, neglet.:ting most of these theo
retical view~, I venture to invite your attention in con
nection with this question chiefly to the old Lyellian doc
trine of the moditication of climate by geogl'aphical changes. 
Let us, at least, consider how much tbe:se are able to ac
count for. 

The ocean is a great equalizer of' extremes of temperatlll·e. 
It does this by its great capacity for heat, and by its cooling 
and heating power when pas::;ing from the solid into the 
liquid and gaseou::; state3, and the revcr:se. It also acts by 
its mouility, its currents sel'ving to convey heat to great 
distance.:; or to cool the air by the movement of cool icy 
waters. The land, ou the other hand, cools or warms 
rapidly, and can transmit its influence to a distance only by 
the winds, and the influence so transmitted is rather in the 
nature of a distm·bing than of an equ'ali.zing cause. It fol
lows that any change in the distribution of land and water 
must affect climate, more especially if it changes the char
acter or course of the ocean currents.1 

At the present time, theN orth Atlantic presents some very 
peculiar and in some respects exceptional features, which are 
most 'instructive with reference to its past history. The 
great internal plateau of the American continent is now dry 
land; the pa8:-;age across Central America between the 
Atlantic and Pacific is blocked; the Atlantic opens very 
widely to the north; the high mass of Greenland towers in 
its northern part. The effects are that the great equatorial 
current running across from Afl'ica and embaycd in the 
Gulf or' Mexico, is thrown northward and eastward in the 

1 V on \V ceickoff has very strongly put these principles in a Review 
of ('roll's recent book, Climate and Cosmology,· .Amer-ican Journal of 

Science, March, 1886, 
3 
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Gulf Stream, acting as a hot-water apparatus to heat up to 
an exceptional degree the western coast of Europe. On the 
other band, the cold Arctic current from the polar seas is 
thrown to the westward, and runs do\Vll from Greenland 
past the American shore.1 The pilot chart for June of this 
year shows vast fields of drift ice on the western side of the 
Atlantic as far south as the latitude of 40. 0 So far, therefore, 
the Glacial age in that part of the Atlantic still extends; and 
this at a time when, on the easte1·n side of the Ocean, the 
culture of cereals Teaches in Norway beyond the Arctjc 
Circle. Let us inquire into some of the detail~ of these 
phenomena. 

The warm water thrown into the North Atlantic not only 
increa~es the temperature of its whole waters, but gi\'es an 
exceptionally mild climate to "\Veste1·n Europe. l::;till the 
countervailing influence of the Arctic currentR, and the 
Greenland ice is sufficient to permit iceberg~, whit·h f'reep 
down to the mouth of the Strait of Belle hle, in the latitude 
in the south of England, to remain unmelted till the snows of 
suceeetling winters fall upon them. Now let us suppose that a 
sub:-.idence of land in · tropical America were to allow the 
equatorial currenttopassthrough into the Pacific. The effect 
would at once be to reduce the temperature ofNonvay and 
Britain to that of Greenland and Labrador at pre~ent, while 
the latter countries would themselve::-~ become coldel'. The 
northern ice, drifting clown in to the Atlantic: would not, as 
now, be melted rapidly by the warm watm· which it meets 
in the Gulf Stream. :Much larger quantities of it would 
remain undissolved in summer, and thus an nccumulation of 
permanent ice would take place, along the American coast 
at first, but probably at length even on the European side. 
This would still further chill the atmosphere, glacie1·s would 
be established on all the mountains of temperate Europe 
and America,2 the summer would be kept cool by melting 

1 I may rPfer here to. the. arlmirable expositions of these effef'ts by 
the late Dr. Carpenter, m h1s papers on the result~ of the explorations 
of the Challcngfr. 

2 According to Bonney, the west coast of \Vale~ is about 12o aboYe 
the aYerage for its latitucle, and if reduced to 12° below the averaO'e 
its mountains would have large glaciers. 0 

' 
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ice and snow, and, at length, all Eastern America and Europe 
might become uninhabitable, except by arctic animals and 
plants, as far south as pe1·haps 40° of north latitude. This 
would be simply a return of the Glacial age. I have 
assumed only one geographical change; but other and more 
complete changes of subsidence and ele\·ation might tako 
place, with effects on climate still more decisive; mo1·e 
especially would this be the case if thel'e were a considera
ble submergence of the land in temperate latitudes. 

W o may suppose an oppo::;ite case. The high plateau of 
Greenland might snb:ide or be reduced in height, and the 
North Atlantic might be closed. At the same time, the 
interior plain of Amel'ica might be depressed, so that, as we 
know to have been the cai'e in the Cretaceous period, the 
warm wate1·s of the Mexican Gulf would cireulate as far 
north as the basins of the present great American lake::~. In 
the::;c circum8tances there would be an immense diminution 
of the sources of :floating ice, and a correspondingly vast 
increase in the surface of warm water. The effects would 
be to enable a temperate flora to sub,ist in Greenland, and 
to bring all the pre~ent temperate regions of .Europe and 
Ameri<·a into a condition of sub-tropical verdure. 

It is only necessary to add that we know that vicissitudes 
not dissimilar from thoso above sketched, have· actually 
OCCUITed in comparatively recent geological times, to enaule 
us to perceive that we can dit:'pense with all other causes of 
change of climate, though admitting that somo of them may 
have occupied a secondary place.' This will give us, in dealing 
with the dbtribution of life, the great advantage of not being 
tied up to definite astronomical cycle." of glaciation, wh'ich 
may not always suit the geological facts, and of correlating 
elevation and t:;ubsidence of the land with changes of climate 
affecting living beings. It will, however, be necessary, as 
1N allace well insists, that we shall hold to that degree of 
fixity of the continents in their po~ition, notwilh::,tauding 

1 More especially, the ingenious and elabor3te argt~men~s o.f Cro.ll 
deserve consideration; and, though I cannot agree with h1m m th1s 
main thesis, I gladly acknowledge the great utility of the work he 

has 4one, 
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the submergences and emergences they have experienced, 
to which I have already adverted. Sir Chal'les Lycll, more 
than forty ycm·s ago, published in his 'Principles of Geo
logy' two imaginal'.) maps which illustrate the extreme 
effects of va1·ious disti ibntion of land and \vatcr. In one, all 
the continental masses are grouped around the equator. In 
the other, they arc all placed al'ound the poles, leaving an 
open equatorial ocean. In the one case, the whole of the 
land and its inhabitants would enjoy a l)erpetual snmmer, 
and scarcely any ice could exist in the sea. In the other, 
the whole of the land would be subjected to an Arctic climate, 
and it would give off immense q uantitie of ice to cool the 
ocean. But Lyell did not suppose that any such distri
bution as that repre:::;ented in his maps had actually occur
red, though this supposition has been sometimes attributed 
to him. He merely put what he regar<.led as an extreme 
case to illustrate what might occur under conditions less 
exaggerated. Sil' Charles, like other thoughtful geologists, 
was well aware of the general fixity of the areas of the con
tinents, though with g1·eat modifications in the matter of 
submergence and of land conditions. The union, indeed, of 

· these two gt·eat principles of fixity and divei't~ity of the 
continents lies at the foundation of theoretical geology. 

"\Ve can now more pt·ecisely indicate this than was pos
sible when Lyell produce<.l his 'Principles,' and can repro
duce the conditions of our continents in even the more an
cient pel'iods of theil' histo1·y. Some examples may be taken 
from the history of the Amer,ican continent, which is more 
simple in its arrangements than the double continent of 
Europ-asia. "\V e may select the eal'ly Devonian or Erian 

Pel'iod, in which the magnificent flora of that aO'e-the 
. b 

earliest certainly known to us-made its appearance. Ima-
gine the whole interio1· plain of Nortb America submerged, 
so that the continent is reduced to two strips on the east 
and west, connected by a Lelt of Laurentian land on the 
north. In the great Mediterranean sea thus produced, the 
tepid water of the equatorial current circulated, and it 
swarmed with corals, of which we know no le-:;s than one 
hundred and fifty species, and with other forms of life appro-
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priate to warm seas. On the islands and coasts of this sea 
was introduced the Erian flora, appearing first in the north, 
and with that vitality and coloni .... ing power, of which, as 
Hooker has well ~::~hown, the ~candinavian flora is the best 
modern type, ~::;preading itself to the south. 1 A very simi
lar distribution of land and water in the C1·etaceous acre 

b 

gave a warm and equable climate in those portions of North 
Amet·ica not t<ubmerged, and coincided with the appearance 
of the multitude of broud-lea.vecl tree::; of modern types in
troduced in the early and middle Cretaceous, and which 
p1·epared the way for the mammalian life of the Eocene. 
\Ve may take a still latet· instance from the second ton
tincntal period of the later Pleistocene or early Modern, 
when thet·e would seem to have been a partial or entire clo
sure of the North Atlantic against the Arctic ice, and wide 
extensions Rea ward of the Eut·opean and American land, 
with possibly considerable tracts of land in the vicinity of 
the equator, while the ltfe literranean and the Gulf of ~fexi
co were dl\ep inland lakc.:3. 2 The effect of such conditions 
on the climates of the northern hemisphere must have been 
prodigious, and their inve::ltigation is rendered all the more 
intet·esting because it would l::leem that this continental pe
riod of the post-Glacial age was that in which man made 
his fir ·t acquaintance with the coasts of the Atlantic, and 
possibly made hi::; way ncro:::;:::; its waters. 

"\Ve have in America ancient period::; of cold as well as of 
warmth. I have el::5ewhere rcfe:reJ to the boulder con
glomerates of the Huronian, of the Cambrian and Ordo
vician, of the Millstone-grit period of the Carboniferous and 
of the eal'ly Pormian; but would not venture to affirm that 
either of these periods wa · comparable in it::l cold with the 
later glacial age, still less with that imaginary age of con
tinental glaciation as::;umed by certain of tho more extreme 

1 As I have elsewhere endea\'oured to show (Rep-:rt on Silurian 
and Devunian Plants of Canada), a warm climate in the Arctic 
region seems to have afforded the necessary conditions for the great 
colonising floras of all geological periods. Gray had previously 
illustrated the same fact in the case of the more modern floras. 

2 Dawkins, Popular Science Monthly, 1873. 
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the01·ists.1 These ancient conglomerates were probably 
produced by flqating ice, and thi:::; at pet·iods when in areas 
not ve1·y remote, tempel'ate fioi·as and faunas could flouri!:!h. 
The glacial periods of out· old continent occurred in times 
when the surface of the subme1·ged land was opened up to 
the northel'n CUITentA, drifting OYer it mud and sand and 
stones, and rendering nugatory, in so far at least as the 
bottom of the sea wa:::; concerned, the effects of the super
ficial wa1·m streams. Some of the:::;e beds a1·e also peculiar 
to the ea:::;tem margin of the continent, and indicate ice-drift 
along the Atla11tic coast in the :::ame manner as at present, 
while conditions of g1·eater wa1·mth existed in the interior. 
Even in the more recent Glacial age, while the mountains 
were covered with snow and the lowland:::; submerged under 
a r:-ea laden with ice, there were intet·ior t1·acts in somewhat 
high latitudes of Amel'ica in which hardy forest trees and 
herbace()us plants flout·ished abundantly; and these were by 
no means exceptional 'inter-glacial' periods. Thus we can 
show that while ft·om the remote Hut·onian period to the 
Tertiary, the Amel'ican land occupied the same position as 
at present, and while its changes were merely changes of 
relative level as compared with the sea, these have so in
fluenced the ocean currents as to cause groat vicissitudes of 
climate. 

vVithout entering on any detailed discussion of that last 
and greatest Glacial period, whieh is be:::;t known to us, and 
is more Immediately connected with the early history of 
man and the modern animaLs, it may be propel' to make a 
few general statements bearing on the relative imp .rtance 
of sea-bot·ne and land ice in producing those remarkable 
phenomena attributable to ice action in this period. In 
considering this question, it must be borne in mind that the 
greate1· masses of tloatiug ice are producl d at the seaward 
extremities of land glacim·s, and that the heavy :field-ieo of 
the Arctic regions is not so much a result of the direct fretz
ing of the surface of the sea as of the accumulation of snow 
precipitated on the frozen surface. In l:ea:-,oning on the 

1 Notes on Post-Pliocene of Canada. Hicks, Pre-Cambrian Glaciers, 
Geol. Mag., 1880. 
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extent of ice action, and c~pccia11y of glaciers in the Pleis
toccne age, iL is neccs~ary to keep thi:; full in view. Now in 
the formati •m of glaciers at present-and it would seem also 
in any conceivable former state of the earth-it is necessary 
that extensive evaporation ~hould conspire with g1·cat con
demmti·:n of water in the solid form. Such conditions exist in 
monntainJus regions t-:ufficicntlynoar to the Aea, as in Green
land, Norway, the Alps, and the Ilirnalayas; but they do not 
exist in low arctic lands like Siberia or Gl'innd-land, nor in 
inland mountains. It follows that land glaciation ha., narrow 
limits, and that we cannoti assume the possibility of great 
confluent or continental glacie1·s covering the interior of wide 
tract:-; of land. No imaginable increase of cold could render 
this possible, inasmuch as there could not be· a sufficient 
influx of vapour to produce the necessary condensation; 
and the greater the cold, the less would be the evaporation. 
On the other hand, any imTease of heat would be felt more 
rapidly in the thawing and evaporation of land ice and snow 
than on ti.1c surface of the :;ea. 

Applying the::;e very t:dmple geographical truths to the 
North Atlantic contiucnti::l, it il::l ea~y to perceive that no 
amount of retrigcration could proJucc a continental glacier, 
because there could not be sufficient evaporation and preci
pitation to afford the ncces!::lary t:Jnow in the interior. The 
case of Greenland is often referred to, but this is the ca:::-c of 
a high mass of cold land with sea, mostly open, on both bides 
of it, f!iving, therefore, the conditions most fusorable to prc
Clpitation of snow. If Greenland were less elevated, Ol' if 
there were dry plains arounJ it, the case would be quite 
difi'crcnt, as N ardi::l haB well t<hown by his observations on the 
summer verdure of Grinnel-land, which, in the immediate 
vici.nity of North Gnenland, pre::,ent.s very different condi
tions us to glaciation and climate.1 If the plains were sub
mcrO'ed and the Arctic currents allowed free access to the 
intc~im: of the continent of America, it is conccivuule that 
the mountainous regions remaining out of water would be 
covered with snow aud ice, and there is the best evidence 

1 These views have been admirably illus.trated by Voz;t '\Vreicko:ff 
in the paper already referred to and in prevwus geograph1eal papers. 
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that this actually occurred in tbe Glacial period; but with 
the plains out of watet·, this would be impossible. We see 
evidence of this at the present day in the fact that in unu
sually cold wintel's the great precipitation of snow takes 
place south of Canada, leaving the north comparatively bare, 
while as the temperature becomes milder, tbe area of snow
deposit moves fu1thel' to the north. Thus a greate,· extension 
of the Atlantic, and e~pecially of its cold, ice-laden Arctic 
currents, becomes the most potent cause of a glacial age. 

I have long maintained these conclu~ions on genend geo
graphical gt·ounds, as well as on the evidence aff01·ded by the 
Pleistocene depo~it!; of Canada; and in an address, the theme 
of which is the ocean, I may be excused for continuing to 
regard the supposed terminal moraines of great cont,nental 
glaciers as nothing but the southern limit of the ice-drift of 
a period of submel'gence. In such a period, the southern 
margin of an ice-laden Sf'a, where its floe-ice and bergs 
grounded, or where its ice was rapidly melted by watet·, and 
where, consequently, its burden of boulders and otht-r debris 
was deposited, would necessarily prese11t the aspect of a 
moraine, which by tho long continuance of such conditions, 
might a!:-lsume gigantic dimensions. Let it be observed, 
however, that I fully admit the evidence of the great exten
sion of locai glacier.:! in the Plei!;tocenc age, and especially 
z:. th<~ times of partial submergence of the land. 

I am quite aware thut it has been held by many able 
American geologi~t::; 1 that in No1-th America, a continental 
glacier extended in temperate latitud s fi·om sea to sea, or 
at least from the Atlantic to the Hocky Mountains, and that 
this glacier must, in many places, have exceeded a mile in 
thickness. The reasons above stated appear, however, suffi
cient to compel us to seck fot· some other explanation of the 
ol·serYed facts, however difficult this may at first sight 
appeat·. "\Vith a depres~ion such as we know to have existed, 
admitting the Arctic currents along the St. Lawrence Valley, 
through gaps in the Lnurentian watershed, and down the 
great plains between the Laul'entian areas and the Rocky 

1 Report of Mr. Carvill Lewis, in Pennsylvania Geological Survey, 
1884; also Dana's Manual. 
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Mountains, we can easily understand the eoverinO' of the 
hill::) of Eastern Canada and New England with ice a~d snow 
and a similar covering of the mountainR of the west coa!::lt~ 
The sea abo, in this case, might be ice-lauen and boulder
bearing as far ~outh as 40:), while there might still be low 
islands fat· to tho north on which vegetation and an1mals 
continued to exist. We should thus have the conditions 
necessary to explain all the anomalies of the glacial deposits. 
Even the glaciation of high mountains south of the St. 
Lawrence V alley would then become explicable by the 
grounding of ice on the tops of these mountains when reefs 
in the sea. In like manner we can understand how on the 
isolated trappean hill of Belooil, in the St. Lawrence 
Valley, LaUJ·en tian boulders, far removed from their native 
seats to the north, are perched at a height of 1,200 ·feet on a 
narrow peak where no glacier c mld possibly have loft them. 
The KO-called moraine, traceable from the great Missouri 
Coteau in the west, to the coast of New J et'::)ey, would thus 
become the mark of the western and southern limit of the 
sub;,idence, or of the line along which the cold currents 
bcat·ing ice were abruptly cut otf by warm ~UI·face waters. 
I am glau to find that the~e consiueration::) are beginning to 
have weight with European geologists in thcit· explanation 
of the glacial urift of the great plains of Northern Europe. 

Whatever uifficulties may attend such a supposition, they 
are small compared with those attendant on the belief in a 
continental glaeior, moving without the aid of gravity, and 
depending for its materict.l on the precipitation taking place 
on the interior plains of a gt·eat continent. 

I have elsewhe1 e endeavoured to show, on the evidence 
found in Canada, that the occurrence of marine shells, land 
plants, anu in~ects in the glacial deposits of that country 
inJicate not so much the effect of several inter-glacial periods, 
as the local exit:ltence of conditions like those of Grinnel
land and Greenland, in proximity to each other at one and 
the same period, and depending on the relat~ve le:~ls of land 
and the distribution of ocean currents and we-dr1ft.1 

1 Notes on Post-Pliocene of Canada, 1872. One well-marked interval 
only has been established in the glacial deposits of Canada. 
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I am old enough to remember the sensation caused by 
the delightful revelations of Edward Forbes respecting the 
zones of animal life in the sea, and the va::;t insight which 
they gave into the significance of the wot·k on minute organ
isms previously done by Ehrenberg, Lonsdale, and "\Villiam
son, and into the meaning of fossil remains. A little later, 
the !-Oundings for the Atlantic cable revealed the chalky 
foraminifcral ooze of the abyssal ocean; still more re
cently, the wealth of facts disclosed by the Challenger 
voyage, which naturalist::! have not yet had time to dige:st, 
have opened up to u::; new worlds of deep-sea life. 

The bed of the deep Atlantic is covered, for the most part, 
by a mud or ooze, largely made up of the dt:bris of f01·mini
fera and other minute organisms mixed with fine clay. In 
the North Atlantic, the Norwegian naturalists call this the 
Bilocnlina mud. Further south, the Challenger natumlists 
speak of it as Globigcrina ooze. In point of fact it contains 
different species of foraminifcral shellt<, Globigerina and 
Orbulina being in some localities dominant, and in other:s, 
other species, and the~e changes arc more apparent in the 
shallower portions of the oceLtn. 

On the other hand, there are means for di!-iseminating 
coarse material over parts of the ocean-beds. Thet·e arc, in 
the line of the Arctic CUITent, on the American coast, great 
sand-banks, anu off the coast of Norway, sand con:-titutcs a 
considerable part of the bottom material. Soundings and 
dredging:::~ off Great Bt·itain, and also off the American coast, 
have shown that fra~ments of stone referable to Al'ctic lands 
are abundantly F.trcwn over the bottom along certain lines, 
and the Antarctic continent, othenvise almost unknown, 
make:::~ its presence felt to the dredge by the abundant 
masses of crystalline rock, dl'ifted far from it to the north. 
These are not altogcthel' new discoveries. I had inferred 
many years ago, from ::;tones taken up by the hooks of fisher
men on "!;he banks of N ewfoundlund, that rocky material 
from the n'orth is dropped on these banl.;s by the heavy ice 
which drifts ov~r them every spring, that these arc glaciated, 
and that aftel' they fall to the bottom, sand is drifted over 
them, with sufficient velocity to polish the stones, and to 
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erode the shelly cov-erings of Arctic animals attached to 
them.1 If then the Atlantic basin were upheavcd into land, 
we should see beds of ~and, gravel and toulders with cl:ly 
:flat8 and layer8 of marl and limestone. According to the 
Challenger Heports, in the Antarctic ~ea:; S. of 6-!0 there is 
blue mud, with fragments of rock, in depths of 1,200 to 2,000 
fathoms. The stones, some of them glaciated were O'ranite 

' 5 ' 
diorite, amphibol te, mica schist, gnei:::;:::; and quartzite. This 
deposit cea::-.es and gives place to Globigel'ina ooze and red 
clay at 46° to 47 1 S., but even fut·ther north, there is some
time::; as much as 49 per cent. of cry::-;talline sand. In the 
Labrador current a ulock of syenite, weighing 400 lbs., was 
taken up from 1,340 fathoms, and in the Arctic r.urrent, 100 
miles from land, was a stony depo~:,it, some stones being 
glaciated. Among these were smoky quartz, q nartzite, lime
stone, dolomite, mica schist, and serpentine; also particles 
of monoclinic and tridinic felspar, hornblende, angite, mag~ 
netite, mica and glauconite, the latter no doubt formed in 
the :::;ea-bottom, the others drifted from Eozoic and Palrcozoic 
formations to the north. 2 

A remarkable fact in this connection is that the great 
depth::; of the sea are as impassable to the majority of ma!'ine 
animals as the land itl:'elf. According to ~furray, while 
twehTe ofthe Challenger's dredgings, taken in depths greater 
than 2,000 fathoms, gave 92 species, mostly new to :science, 
a similar number of dt·eugings in shallower water near the 
land, gave no less than 1,000 species. Hence al'il:'es another 
apparent paradox rolati11g to the distribution of organic 
beings. \Vhile at first bight it might seem that the chances 
of wide distribution arc exceptionally gt·cat for marine 
species, this is not so. Except in the case of those wh!ch 
enjoy a period of fL'ee locomotion when young, ?r ar.e flo~tmg 
and pelugic, the deep oceau sets bounds to t.hmr m1gratwns. 
On the other hand, the spores of cryptogamic plants may be 
cal'l'iod for vast distances by the wind, and the growth of 
volcanic islands may affect connections which, though only 

1 Notes on Po.~t-Pliocene of Canada, 1~7_2· 
2 General Report,' Challenger' Exp£dttwn. 
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temporary, may afford opportunity for land animals and 
plants to pass over. 

With refel'ence to the transmission of living beings across 
the Atlantic, we have befot·e U'3 the rem:u·kable f,wt that f1'om 
the C.tmbrian age onw.tds there we t·e, on the two sit.les of 
the ocean, many specie::~ of inve•·tebrate animal:, which, were 
either it.lentical or 80 closely allied as to be pJssi bly vat·ietal 
forms. 1 In like manner, the early plants of the Upper 
Silurian, Dcvoniun, ant.l Cal'boniferous, present many identi
cal speeies, but this identity becomes lc;:;s marked in the ve
getation of the mo1·e moden1 time.s. Even in the latter, how
ever, there are remarkable connedions between the floras 
of oceanie islands and the continents, which e.stablish this 
conclusively. Thus the Beemudas, altogether recent islands, 
have been stocke:l by the agenc·y chiefly of the ocean currents 
and of birds, with nearly 150 species of continental plants, 
and the facts collected by Helmsley as to the p•·esent facili
ties of transmission, along with the evi lence atfot·ded by 
older oceanic it~lands which have been ~·eceiving animal and 
vegetable colonists for longer perio:l.s, go fat' to sb')w that, 
time oeing given, the se:t actually affords fucilitie:; for the 
migration of the inhabitants of the land, comparable with 
those of continuous continents. 

In F~O fa•· as plants al'e conceened, it is to be observed that 
the eady fo•·ests were largely composed of cryptogamous 
plants, 3:nd the spores of these in m')Jet·n times httve p•·oved 
capable of transmission fol' g•·ettt di::;taru·es. In considering 
this, we cannot f<til to conclude that the union of simple 
cryptogamous fcuctdication with arboreal stems of high 
co•r plexity, so well illu:-3tl'ated by De. \Villiamson, had a 
direct relation to the necessity for a rapid and wide distl'i
bution of these ancient trees. It seems aLso Cel'tain that 

1 See Davidson's Jfonographc; on Brachiopods ,· Etheridge, Address 
to Geological Society of London; Wood ward, Address to Geologists' 
Associution; also Barrande's 5'pecwl .ft[emoir.~ un the Brachiopud~, Cepha
lupods, &c.,: and Hall, Palr:eontology of New York; Billings, Reports, 
on Canadian Fossil11 i and .Matthews, Cambrian of New Brunswick, 
Trams. R. 8. C. 
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some spor~s, as, for exa~plc, those of the Rhizocarps,t a type 
of vegetatwn abundant w the Palreozoic, and certain kind8 of 
seeds, as those named J.Etheotesta ard Pachytheca were fitted 
for flotation. Farther, the })eriodcl of Arctic \\~armth per
mitted the passage around the northern belt of many tem
pm·ate species of plants, jm;t as now happens with the Arctic 
flora; and when these w(Te di:lplaced by cold er periods, they 
marched southward along both sides of the sea on the 

mountain chains. 
The same remark aJ)plies to northern forms of marine 

invertebrate~, which are much more widely distributed in 
longitude than those furthet· south. The late Mr. Gwyn 
J effreys, in one of his latest communications to this Asso
ciation, Rtated that 54 per cent. of the shallow-water mol
lusks of New England and Canada are also European, and 
of the deep-sea formR. 30 out of 35; these last, of course, 
enjoying greater facilities for migration than those which 
h~~ve to travel t-lowly along the shallows of the coast in 
order to cross the ocean and ~ettle them ·elves on both 
sides. Many of these animal8, like the common mm;sel and 
sand clam, are old !:lCtllcrs which came over in the Plei!:\tO
tene pet·iod, or even earlier. Others, like the common 
periwinkle, t;eem to have been slowly extending them8elves 
in modern times, perhaps even by the agency of man. The 
older immigrants may possibly haYe taken advantage of 
lines of coast now submerged, or of warm periods, when 
they could creep around the Arctic shores. :Mr. Herbert 
Carpenter and other naturalists employed on the Challenger 
collections have made similar statements respecting other 
marine invertebrates, as, for instauce, the Ecbinoderms, of 
whi<.:h the deep-sea crinoids present many common species, 
and my own collections prove that many of the shallow
water fo

1
·ms ar{\ common. Dall und Whiteave::;

2 

Lave 
shown that some mollu::;ks and Echinoderms are common 
even to the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of North America; 
a remarkable fact, testifying at once to the fixity of these 

1 See paper by the author on Palreozoic Rhizocarps, Chicago Trans. 

1886. 
2 Dall, Report on Alaska; Whiteaves, Trans. R. S. C. 
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species and to the manner in which they have been able to 
take advantage of geo.;rnphical changes. Some of the spe
cies of whelks common to the Gulf of St Lawrence and the 
Pacific are animals which have no special locomotive pow
ers even when young, but they are not·thcrn forms not pro
ceeding far south, so that they may have pas~ed through 
the Arctic seas. In this connection it is well to remark 
that many species of animals have powers of locomotion in 
youth which they lose when adult, and that others may 
have special means of transit. I once found at Gaspe a 
speeimen of the Pacific species of Coronula, or whale
barnacle, tho C. rr'gmr:e of Darwin, attached to a whale 
taken in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, and which had probably 
succeeded in making that passage around the not·th of 
Amedca which RO many navigatoes have essayed in vain. 

But it is to be remarked that while many plants and 
marine in,ertebratcs at·e common to the two sides of 1 he 
Atlantic, it is different with land animals, and e:-.pet.:ially 
vertebrates. I do not know that any palmozoic insects or 
land snails or millipede::~ of Eueope and. America are specifi
cally identical, and of the nume:·ous species of batrachians 
of the Carboniferous and reptiles of the .Mesozoic all seem 
to be distinct on the two sides. The ~:>ame appears to be 
the case with the TortiaJT mammal::~, until in the later 
stages of that great period we find such genera as the horse, 
the camel, and the elephant appearing on the two sitles of 
the Atlantic; but even then the species seem different, 
except in the case of a few northet·n forms. 

Some of the longer-lived mollusks of the Atlantic fumish 
suggestions which remat·kably illuRtJ·atc the biological 
aspect of these questions. Our familiae friend the oyster is 
one of these. The first known oysters appear in the Car
boniferous in Belgium and in the United States of America. 
In the Carboniferous and Peemian they arc few and small, 
and they do not culminate till the C1·etaceous, in which 
there are no less than ninety-one so-called species in Amer
ica alone; but some of the largest known species are found 
in the Eocene. The oystct·, though an inhabitant of shal
low water, and very limitedly locomotive when young, has 
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survived al~ the changes since the Carboniferous age , and 
has spread 1tself over the whole northern hemisphere.1 

I have collectel fossil oyster!:! in the Cretaceou'5 clays of 
the coulees of \V estern Canada, in the Lias shales of Eng
land. in the Eoccne and Cretaceous beds of the Alps, of 
Egypt, of the Hed Sea coast, of Judea, and the heights of 
Lebanon. Everywhere and in all formations they present 
forms which are so variable and yet so similar that one 
might suppose all the so-called species to be mere varieties. 
Did. the oyt:lter originate separately on the two sides of the 
Atlantic, or did it cross ovet· so promptly that its appear
ance seems to be identical on the two ~ides? Are all the 
oysters of a common ancel::ltry~ or did the causes, whatever 
they were, which intt·oduced. the oy~ter in the Carbonife,
ous act over again in later periodt~? ·who can tell? This 
is one of the cases where causation and development-the 
two scientific factors which constitute the bal:lis of what is 
vaguely called evolution-cannot easily be i::wlated. I 
would recommend to those biologists who discuss these 
questions to addict themselves to the oyster. This familiar 
mqllusk has succe 'siully punmed its COUt'l:lO and has over
come all ib~ enemies, from the flat-toothed ~elachians of the 
Carbonifet·ous to the oyster-dredgers of the present day, has 
varied almost indefinitely, and yet has continued. to be an 

· oyster, unless indeed it may at certain portion~:! of its 
career have tempomrily assumed the guise of a Grypbma 
or an Exogyra. The history of such an animal deserves to 
be traced with care, and much cm·ious information respect
ing it will be found in the report which I have cited. 

But in these 1 espects the oystel' is merely an example of 
many forms. Similar considet·ations apply to all tho:::;e 
Pliocene and Pleistocene mollusks which are found in the 
raised ~ea- bottoms of Nor way and Scotland, on the top of 
:Moel Tt·yfaen in 'Vales, and at similar gt·eat heights on the 
hi\1

8 
of Am.erica, many of which can be traced back to 

early Tet·tiary times, and can be found to have e~tended 
themselves over all the seas of the northern hemisphere. 
They apply in like manner to the ferns, the conifers, and 

1 White, Report U.S. Geol. Surt'ey, 1882-83· 
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the angiosperms, many of which we can now follow with
out even specific change to the Eocene and Cretaceous. 
They all show that the forms of living things are more 
stable than the lands and seas in which they live. If we 
were to adopt some of the modern ideas of evolution we 
might cut the Goedian knot by supposing that, as like 
causes produce like effects, these type~ of life have origin
ated more than once in geological time, and need not be 
genetically connected with each othet·. But while evolu
tionists repudiate such an application of the it· doctrine, how
evet· natural and rational, it would seem that nature still 
more strongly repudiates it, and will not allow us to assume 
more than one origin for one Rpecies. Thus the great q ues
tion of geogt·aphical distribution remains in all its force, 
and, by still anothet· of out· geological paradoxes, mountains 
become ephemeral things in comparison with the delicate 
herbage which covet·s them, and seas are in their pre~ent 
extent but of yesterday, wnen compared with the minute 
and feeble organisms that creep on their sands or swim in 
their waters. 

The question remains: Has the Atlantic achieved its des
tiny and finished its course, or are thet·e other changes in 
store for it in the futu!'e? The earth's crust is now thicker 
and stronger than ever before, and its great ribs of crushed 
and folded rock are more firm and rigid than in any pre
vious period. The stupendous volcanic phenomena mani
fested in .M:ef'ozoic and eal'ly Tertiary times along the bor
det·s of the Atlantic have apparently died out. These facts 
are in so far guarantees of permanence. On the other 
hand, it is known that movements of elevation along with 
local depression at··e in pt·ogt·ess in the Arctic regiot;s, and a 
great weight of new seuiment is being deposited along the 
borders of the Atlantic, espeeially on its western side, and 
this is not improbably connected with the eat'thquake 
shocks and slight movements of dept·esRion which have 
occurred in North Amet·ica. It is possible that these slow 
and secular movements may go on uninterruptedly, or 
with occasional paroxysmal disturbances, until con:::.iderable 
changes are produced. 



It is possible, on the other hand, that after the Iou<r 
period of quiescence which has elapsed, there may be a ne; 
settlement of the ocean-bed, accompanied with foldings of 
the cru~t, especially on the western Hide of the Atlantic 
and poHsibly with renewed volcanic activity on its ea ·ter~ 
margin. In eithe1· case, a long time relatively to our lim
ited human chronology may intervene before the occurrence 
of any marked change. On the whole, the experience of 
the pat;t would lead us to expect movements and et·uptive 
discharget; in the Pacific rather than i11 the Atlantic area. 
It is therefot·e not unlikely that the Atlantic may remain 
undisturbed, unless secondarily and indil'ectly, until after 
the Pacific area shall have attained to a greater degree of 
quiescence than at present. But this subject is one too 
much involved in uncertainty to wal'l·ant UH in following it 
farther. 

In the meantime the Atlantic is to u · a })l'aetically per
manent ocean, vm·ying only in itt~ tide , its <"urrents, and 
its winds, which science has already reduced to definite 
lawH, so that we can use if we cannot regulate them. It it' 
our:'l to take advantage of this pt'ecious time of quietude, 
and to extend the blessingH of science and of our Christian 
civilisation fi·om shore to shore until there shall be no more 
sea, not in the sense of that final drying-up of old ocean to 
which some physiciHts look forward, but in the higher 
sense of its cca:--ing to be the emblem of unl'CHt. awl !li~turb-

ancc, and the cause of isolation. 
I muRt now close this addl'ess with a shol't statement of 

some general truths which I have had in view in directing 
your attention to the geological development. of the Atlantic. 
\Ve cannot, I think, cont~ider the topics to which I have rc
feJTed without perceiving that the hit:;tory of ocean and con
tinent is an example of progressive design, quite a~-; much 
as that of living beings. Nor can we fail to see that, while 
in some important direction=-- we have penetrated the great 
secret of nature, in reference to the general plan and struc
ture of the earth and its watel'H, and the change:-; thl'ough 
which they have passed, we have still -v~ery much to ~earn, 

d h 
·t .

18 
much to unlearn, and that, the future 

an per aps qm e • 
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holds out to m; and to our succeH60l'B higher, grander, and 
clearer conceptiont~ than those to which we have yet attaineu. 
The vastness and the might of ocean and the manner in 
which it cherishes the feeblest and most fragile beings, alike 
speak to ut~ of Rim who holds it in the hollow of His band, and 
gave to it of old, its boundaries and its law~; but itB teach
ing ascends to a higher tone when we con~ider its origin and 
history, and the manner in which it has been made to build 
up continents and mountain-chainB, and1 at the same time, 
to noul'ish and Hustain the teeming life of sea and land. 
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